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WHO WE ARE
BASKONIA
ALAVÉS
GROUP

BASKONIA
ALAVÉS
EVENTS

A global group, leader in sports management. Through Baskonia and Alavés, with a track record 
of 100 years, we have participated in the main top competitions in both sports such as Eurolea-
gue Basketball, Liga Endesa and LaLiga. 

Onalan s.l
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A historic Spanish football team with a history of 100 years, which is currently playing in the 
Spanish first division.

In 2011, the Baskonia Group took over Deportivo Alavés and focused its objectives on turning it 
into one of the most important training clubs, as it has already been doing for many years at 
Baskonia.

To do so it sets a very significant portion of its budget aside towards the training of young 
people as a strategy for the future.

Create a technical staff comprising international first class coaches at training level and 
making large investments in equipment and facilities.

The nine years of management under the Baskonia Group at Deportivo Alavés are beginning to 
bear their fruit and three players have already made their first appearances in the first team. We 
have players in the Spanish selection all categories and numerous young players who play for 
the national teams of their countries.

At this time there are more than 40 young players at our club with scholarships as promising 
players, and who come from more than 10 different countries.

This training vocation has led us to purchase the Istra club in the Croatian first division as a 
headquarters for numerous young players with talent and as a stepping stone to Deportivo 
Alavés.

Our training and international vocation has allowed us to enter into partnership agreements 
with teams in different countries such as Senegal, Japan, France, Finland, Colombia, Jakarta, 
etc.

 

DEPORTIVO ALAVÉS
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MILESTONES

Return to 
the first 
division

2015-16
Return to 
the LFP

2012-13

In the first
division

15 YEARS
UEFA 

Europa league 
runners-up

2001
Founded in 

1921

100 YEARS 
OF HISTORY

Best league start in 
the 98 years of 

Deportivo Alavés

2018-19
First Copa del 

rey final

2016-17
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Saski Baskonia S.A.D is currently one of the most important clubs of the State and its name 
generates respect in Europe.

Years of sporting activity and great organisational capacity have allowed it to bring great spor-
ting events to Vitoria-Gasteiz. Among these being four ACB finals, a Saporta Final, a Eurocup 
final, four final rounds of the Copa del Rey and in 2019 the Final Four of the Euroleague, the big-
gest sporting event hosted by the city.

The Baskonia Alavés Group combines the training work to attract local talent for our first teams, 
with the training of young players from other countries, either in our city or in their own and so 
that they may also have an open door to professional football or basketball in our country, 
should a player have the appropriate attitude and aptitude.

SASKI BASKONIA

MAIN PLAYERS TRAINED THROUGH THE BASKONIA YOUTH SYSTEM

TIAGO SPLITTER JORGE GARBAJOSA LUIS SCOLA PABLO LASO

J.M CALDERÓN ANDRÉS NOCIONI MARCELO NICOLA ILLIMANE DIOP
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MAIN PLAYERS TRAINED THROUGH THE BASKONIA YOUTH SYSTEM

MILESTONES

Copa del Rey

6 TROPHIES
Liga

Endesa

4 TROPHIES

Eurocopa

1 TROPHY
Supercopa

Endesa

4 TROPHIES

Copa del Rey
3 RUNNERS-UP

Euroleague

6 RUNNERS-UP

Liga Endesa
4 RUNNERS-UP
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THE CITY

Vitoria-Gasteiz, located in the north of Spain and capital of the Basque Country, it is a city 
with almost a thousand years of history which stands out for its historic wealth. 

It retains a large part of its mediaeval layout, with its curious almond shape and the remains 
of its wall. Located in the north of Spain, surprising its visitors is in its nature.
 
The capital of the Basque Country has almost 50 km where you can stroll, cycle, observe the 
birds and deer, or go horse-riding. It's green belt comprises parks and natural areas that 
surround the city.
In 2012, the city received the European Green Capital award, becoming the first Spanish city 
to receive GEP (Green Enterprise Parks) certification.

Another of the characteristics that most stand out in the capital of the Basque Country is its 
exquisite gastronomy, for which it was recognised as the Spanish Capital for Gastronomy in 
2014.
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THE ACADEMY

After many years of training young sportsper-
sons, the Baskonia Alavés Group considers that 
now is the time to offer its know-how to all those 
young people who have a clear desire to improve 
in sport and offer them its first class sporting, 
educational and personal experience. 

With our academy we want to be one of the best 
European providers of an international football 
and basketball experience so that talented young 
people between the age of 14 and 21 can develop 
their passion by providing a programme to deve-
lop first-class players and offer the players a 
full-time education, training, competition and 
leisure programme.

To achieve this objective, Deportivo Alavés and 
the company 433 Football Management have 
signed a partnership agreement for the next five 
years. 
433 Football Management is a company of inter-
national prestige which lends security and solidi-
ty to the project. 
With this, 433 Football Management has become 
the official recruitment partner for our internatio-
nal academy.
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ACADEMY OBJECTIVES

Possible scholarship proposal to join the club if there is a player with sufficient sporting 
talent. 

Substantially improve football or basketball training, both technically and tactically. 

Continue with their individual training in addition to learning Spanish. 

Adapt to new working methods and ways of understanding the game.
 
Compete with local clubs that have a high competitive level. 

Detect the talent of the young players that arrive. 

Provide career guidance and possible jobs to the young people of the Academy. 

To provide an overall football experience focused on quality and the Baskonia Group´s 
principles.
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The Baskonia Alavés academy offers a variety of programmes to be able to adapt to the needs 
of each player for periods ranging from one month to ten months. These programmes are 
designed to encourage the personal and sporting development of the young players. 

Prior to the commencement of the training, there will be a week of test trainings to detect the 
level of the player and identify their strong points and their weak points in order to work on them 
and organise work groups that are as balanced as possible.

During their stay, the player may change groups depending on their progress.

 

The player has the opportunity to choose a professional programme for a period of less than six 
months and can commence their programme during the Summer. The player will be places into 
the group that is most appropriate in order to begin training with the players on the 1-year and 
6-month programme. However Spanish lessons are included. 

 

10 month professional programme - from September to June
This long duration programme runs for 10 months and is aimed at players that wish to play 
football or basketball professionally.

The work dynamic will be the same as any young person from our development categories and 
will have the same human and material resources and facilities. 

6-month professional programme

This long duration programme can be taken at any time of the year and in order to adapt to the 
needs of the players, the start and end month are flexible.

This programme it is exactly identical to the above, the only difference being the duration.  

LONG DURATION PROGRAMMES

SHORT DURATION PROGRAMMES

TYPES OF PROGRAMME

1 to 3-month professional programme
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SHORT DURATION PROGRAMMES

A welcome pack. 

A minimum of 10 work sessions per week
· Teamwork with the Club
· Individual work in small groups in physical preparation
and individual technique

Work plan and methodology with Deportivo Alavés
·  Daily training sessions 
·  Weekly games

Chats with players

Photos with players, both Deportivo Alavés and Baskonia

Scouting by the professional staff of Deportivo Alavés

All our programmes include at sporting level:TYPES OF PROGRAMME



From Monday to Friday: 

STANDARD PROGRAMME

08:30
Breakfast

09:30-10:45
Training

13:30
Lunch

17:30
Transport to the training field

20:30
Dinner

09:00
Transport to the training field

11:30-13:30
Study

15:30-17:30
Study

18:00-19:30
Training or match

21:30
Rest
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STANDARD PROGRAMME

* Matches: Between tuesday and wednesday weekly in match time.
* Sundays: Days set aside for leisure trips and free time.

08:30
Breakfast

09:30-13:30
Training

15:30-19:30
Free time

09:00
Transport to the training field

13:30
Lunch

21:30
Rest

20:30
Dinner

Saturdays:
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The academy will follow the same process and use the same resources, both economic and human, 
as well as the facilities as the players from the development categories of the club. We place particu-
lar emphasis on improving weak areas and in approving the strong points of each player entering the 
academy by working individually with each one of them, in addition, they will have weekly competiti-
ve matches with the Deportivo Alavés teams and others of good standing in the area.

All the players will be monitored by our scouting department and in the case that any of the players 
have sufficient talent to enter the structure of the club, they will be offered a scholarship that fully 
covers their stay, as well as a contract should they accept the proposal.

According club’s history & philosophy

Recognised by everyone

Develop players in differents systems &
formation

Game model

Different contents & objectives per 
category / age

Progression & repetition principles

Based on the space

Educators

Vision for future

Focus on the player

Rol model

Training

Building intelligent player

Profile

Individual objectives

Reflexive 

Players

Coaches

METHODOLOGY:
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Training

Game model Technical – tactical training

To develop intelligent players

Develop players capables to adapt to 
differents styles of play in current football

To develop players capable to understand 
the different actions according to the 
game phases:
 
Positional attack
 Positional defence
 Defensive transition
 Attacking transition

Integrated training according to the age 
player

Real game situations where player has to 
make decisions continually 

Player in defensive

Mark

Clearance

Tackle

Press

Anticipation

Interceptation

Player without the ball in attack

Check in & out

Support

Fake

Ask for the ball

Situation

Body shape

Get the back from the defender

Technical-tactical contents Technical-tactical contents 

To learn how to make decisions based 
on demands of the game

Player focused on individual needs

To improve decision making according 
to the spicific position
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Driving – dribbling

Driving – shot

Dribbling – pass

Dribbling – shot

Kicking & heading

Wall pass / 1 & 2

Switching play

Player with ball in attack

Passing
 short distance
 medium distance
 large distance (aerial)

Control – pass

Control – driving

Control – dribbling

Driving – pass

Technical contents

Attacking & defensive principles:
 To keep / recover the ball
 To create finishing situations / avoid 
progression
 To create finishing situations / avoid gol

To manage space:
 Depth
 Width

Switching play

Solving numerical superiority / inferiority 
situations

Game principles: cover - balance

Tactical contents

Initial phase evaluation

Injury prevention

Coordination work

Motor abilities

To develop physical condition:
 strenght
 endurance
 speed
 evaluation & tracing

Physical contents
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Individual plans to develop and improve 
physical condition

Individual injury prevention plan to 
prepare the player for training & compe-
tition

To improve physical condition Emotional training

TRAINING PILLARS

To improve confidence and self esteem

Reflexive process based on questions 
and listening  about what’s going on

To build responsible players and with 
initiative

Football as a life style
healthy habits
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ORGANISATIONAL CHART:

* This organisation chart will be complemented with the entire technical staff of the Baskonia Alavés Group. 

Degree in Sports Science 
UEFA Pro Licence 
International experience 

Degree in Sports Science
UEFA Pro Licence
Language: English 

PhD in Sports Science
UEFA Pro Licence

International experience

UEFA Pro Licence
UEFA Pro Experience

Language: English

External service

ACADEMY MANAGER
OSCAR GARRO 

COACHES

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

PSYCHOLOGIST

NUTRITIONIST

DOCTOR

PHYSICAL TRAINER

DIRECTOR OF METHODOLOGY
FRAN PÉREZ

UEFA Pro Licensed Trainer
Deportivo Alavés Academy Coach
International experience 

Director of training area and personal trainer at 
Active Recovery
Assistant coach and Physical trainer, CF 
Vilanovense
Technical Director at Arbelecos Sport and 
Health center

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Javier Cabrera

CONDITIONAL AREA DIRECTOR
Santiago Gómez
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UEFA Pro Licensed Trainer
Deportivo Alavés – Academy Coach
Technical Director – LaLiga Football Schools (India)
Barça Academy – Academy Coach (Virginia, USA)
Technical Director – NRL Football Academy (India)
Academy Technical Director – Sporting Clube de Goa (India)
Assistant Coach First Team – Sporting Clube de Goa (India)
CF Rayo Majadahonda – Academy Coach
Football Analyst – OPTA Sports

Director of training area and personal trainer at Active Recovery
Assistant coach and Physical trainer, CF Vilanovense
Technical Director at Arbelecos Sport and Health center
Technical Director at Be One Sports center, Madrid
Professor in Coach Certifications. Lectures: Methology, High 
Performance training and High Performance Nutrition
Master's degree in Football physical condition coach (RFEF and 
UCLM)

PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

CONDITIONAL AREA DIRECTOR

Santiago Gómez:

Javier Cabrera:
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TECHNICAL TEAM
The most valuable part of the academy are the professionals on whom we rely. They work with the 
players daily to teach them and motivate them to reach their goals.  

Director of development categories and Deportivo Alavés S.A.D Elite 
International Academy
UEFA Pro licensed trainer
Head of Academy - Deportivo Alavés 
Project Coordinator - Aspire Academy (Qatar) 
Head of Academy - Al sadd SC (Qatar) 
Head of Academy - Karpaty lviv (Ukraine) 
Head of Academy - Ministry of Eastern Kazakhstan
Director of training department - Royal Spanish Football Federation

GEBERAL TRAINING DIRECTOR

SCHEDULE DIRECTOR

PHYSICAL COACH

Director of international methodology of the academy
UEFA Pro licensed trainer
PhD in Sports Science
Director of methodology - Deportivo Alavés
Assistant coach of first team/Head of Academy- Delhi Dynamos 
(India) 
Technical supervisor - Al saad SC (Qatar) 
Academy coach- TSF academy (EEUU)
Teacher - Royal Spanish Football Federation  

Francisco Pérez:

Oscar Garro:
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Football licence “A” and “B”.
Degree in sports sciences. 
Master in sports psycology and coaching.
Psysycal coach in Deportivo Alavés “reserve team”.
Individual fitness coach for proffesional players.

 

Aitor Baraia:



EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME AND LEISURE

SCHOOL PROGRAMME

The aim is for them not to miss any of the school year and this study system provides us with 
the timetable flexibility so that they can dedicate a large number of hours to sports training. 

This means each student will have to enrol on their corresponding educational programme in 
the country of origin in order to be able to study during their stay in our city.

If the student wishes, it is also possible to enrol at a local school centre and follow the Spanish 
educational model and the corresponding school year. This will be restrict the number of hours 
the participant can be involved in the 10 weekly training sessions and will be assessed on a 
case-by-case basis during enrolment. 

Our aim is for the players to be able to continue their academic studies throughout their develop-
ment as sportspersons, therefore, a school programme is included in the long duration progra-
mmes..
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME AND LEISURE LANGUAGE STUDY
  
  Spanish

  All students and as a complement 
to the educational programme that 
they select, will have a daily 
one-hour class of Spanish in order 
to be able to integrate as quickly as 
possible into the group dynamics 
and make the most of their stay in 
our country to learn a new language.

There will be tourist visits to cities such as Bilbao, San Sebastián, the Basque country coastline..
Adventure sports
Trips
Guided tours of cultural centres
Visits to training sessions of the first team
Chats with players
Tickets to see Deportivo Alavés and Baskonia matches

Tourism will form an important part of our project, with our participants carrying out different 
activities that will also educate them on a personal level.
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FACILITIES

Located on the N-1 national road, it is used for training the first team and the matches of the club´s 
development category teams. It has public parking facilities and two artificial grass fields and ano-
ther two with natural grass. 
 

The Club is currently preparing to extend the sports complex to house eight fields.
 

En este momento el club está preparando la ampliación de la ciudad deportiva para pasar a tener 
8 campos de fútbol. 
 

JOSE LUIS COMPAÑÓN IBAIA SPORTS COMPLEX
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This sport complex has four football fields and a covered seven-a-side field. It is located very close 
to the residency and it is where we will focus on the individual technical work and psysical prepara-
tion during the mornings.  

BETOÑO SPORTS COMPLEX
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The Buesa Arena Pavilion, which seats 15,716 spectators, is where Saski Baskonia plays all of its 
national and international games.  

BUESA ARENA

The Mendizorrotza stadium seats 19,840 spectators and is where Deportivo Alavés plays all of its 
home national and international games. 

MENDIZORROTZA STADIUM



A cutting edge area with latest technology and all the services employed in the sporting develop-
ment of each one our players with a whole range of facilities, including fitness rooms, catering, 
wellness and paddle tennis. 

All academy students will have a mermership card granting free access to the facilities, either as a 
complement to their physical training or during their free time. 

BAKH SPORTS COMPLEX
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ROOMS

COMMON AREAS

RESIDENCY

Study room

Canteen

Television and games room

Gymnasium

Wifi

Room types and services:

Double rooms with a common lounge for every two
Personal wardrobe
Every two rooms have a shared bathroom
There are regular inspections
Cleaning service 
Weekly towel and bedlinen change
24-hour access control

Areas:

Our residency has modern facilities and is adapted to the player´s needs. Comprising 2,000 m2  with 
a total of 32 rooms distributed over five floors, it is open and well lit area for sporting, personal and 
edicational progress, which will be supervised by the academy´s professionals, allowing the players 
to develop their professional and personal careers. 

All rooms have an open area with a common 
lounge, bathroom and office.

The residency has a large dining room where the players can follow a healthy diet supervised by the 
Club´s nutritionist. A common lounge with a television, parking facilities and a gymnasium. 
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*Prices exclude recruitment commission, VISA processing, flights & travel insurance and specialist services 

PRICES

The prices depend on the duration of the selected programme. Bellow follows a price list: 
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Full Student Option
(Accommodation & Education)

(Student Visa) (Tourist Visa) (Tourist Visa) (Tourist Visa)

Part Option
(Accommodation & Extended 

Spanish)

Part Option
(Education & 

No Accomodation)

Sport Only Option
(No accommodation & 

Extended Spanish)

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

3.800€11.500€

25.000€

20.000€

38.000€

36.000€ 24.000€

31.000€ 21.000€

14.000€ 4.800€

29.000€



Deportivo Alavés work plan and methodology.

Academy director and Deportivo Alavés professional staff

Access to all club staff (doctors, nutritionists, physiotherapists etc)

Annual programme of 10 months of work and half yearly programme 6 months

A minimum of 19 weekly work sessions

Full-board accommodation

School centre with online studies (only annual and half yearly)

Spanish classes

Medical insurance and repatriation

Activity programme including leisure, tourist visits and adventure activities

Transfers between school centre and sports pavilion 

At least two matches a month
 
Training and match kit

Free access to the fitness centre with swimming pools and gymnasiums

Tickets to Deportivo Alavés and Baskonia matches

Meeting with players from the first team

Scouting by the professional staff of Deportivo Alavés

Flights or other transport from the place of origin to Vitoria

Visa

Online enrolment

ENROLMENT AT THE ACADEMY INCLUDES: 

DOES NOT INCLUDE
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 DETAILLED VIEW FROM OUR PROGRAMMES:       
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ENROLMENT PROCESS

1. Complete the pre-enrolment form with the required data and send to the academy´s 
address info@433footballmanagement.co.uk

2. You will receive a reply within no more than 15 days from the management of the academy 
accepting or rejecting the application. 

3. If accepted, you will have 15 days to complete the enrolment document and attach the 
required complementary documentation which will be as follows.

- Parental authorization 

- Proof of a deposit of the following amounts

 Annual period – 3 months
 Half yearly period – 2 months
 Quarterly period or less – 1 month

- Completion of Direct Debit Mandate
These amount will act as a bond which under normal circunstance will correspond to the 
fees for the last period, however, in the case of leaving the programme or being expelled from 
the academy  due to non-compliance with the internal rules and regulations, this amount will 
not be reimbursed.

In the case of leaving the academy due to Sports-related injury, the amount outstanding will 
be reimbursed

4. The deadline to send us the following documents are 1 month before the starting date.

- Medical certificate indicating aptness 

- Enrolment on the online course or a certificate of studies passed for the previous year 
if wishing to enrol in a spanish school centre.

5. Confirmation of enrolment by Baskonia Alavés Group.
 

To enrol on one of our programmes, visit baskonialavesinternationalacademy.com or com-
plete the attached forms. 

The enrolment process for the Academy is as follows:
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